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Intro
Thought I’d take a look at the BSides/KPMG challenge as it turns out that there is an iPad on
offer for the first person to send in a correct entry!
This walkthrough is based on notes taken during the challenge and expanding on them with
more information.
A Windows machine was used primarily during this purely because I wanted to get it done as
quickly as possible and it needed more RAM and disk space than my Linux laptop had
available.
The challenge site is available here: http://www.securitybsides.org.uk/challenge62012.html
The following screen is displayed; “The challenge begins with no more, and no less than the
following information”

An email address is presented along with some detail about N3ro hanging out on Google
Groups.. on to part 1!
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Part 1 – Tracking N3ro Down
To get started I sent a test email to “finding.n3ro@gmail.com” to see if it would trigger an
automated response with more information, nothing happened initially.
Following this I decided to see if N3ro really was hanging out on Google Groups, it turns out
he was:

The group has a couple of posts in as shown in the following screenshot:
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Hmm, weird looking garbage in that second posting.. the full post
(http://groups.google.com/group/n3ro-tech-talk/msg/e8c3ed172eb21d2b?) ends in “==” which
is a classic sign of base 64 encoding.
Using the Opinionated Geek online decoder
(http://www.opinionatedgeek.com/dotnet/tools/base64decode/) I pasted the contents of the
second posting in and had a DecodedBase64.bin file sent back. The usual warnings about
downloading files from unknown “hacker” sources apply here etc.
Using “bintext (http://www.mcafee.com/us/downloads/free-tools/bintext.aspx)” to check for
strings in the file shows “Microsoft Word 97-2003 Document” near the end, renaming to .doc
and opening in Word gives us the following:

Hmm, Metadata eh.. checking the properties of the .doc file shows an interesting string in the
“Author” field:

This gives the following message:
Part 2 of Finding N3ro can be downloaded here: http://findingn3ro.net/01efaa15a2b90d65fefa472cd00f6a4f/N3rosVM.zip

Funnily enough a short time after finding the link to part two I had an email from “N3ro”:
Hi Mr Fully!
I like to hang out on Google Groups...
Regards,
N3ro.
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Part 2 – The VM
The “N3rosVM.zip” file was downloaded and extracted; it contained a single file (N3rosVM.txt)
with the following information:
Well done for solving Part 1 of Finding N3ro.
You can now download Part 2 (and the rest of Finding N3ro) as follows:
Download each of the following four parts of a zip file:
http://finding-n3ro.net/01efaa15a2b90d65fefa472cd00f6a4f/N3rosVMsplit.zip.001
http://finding-n3ro.net/01efaa15a2b90d65fefa472cd00f6a4f/N3rosVMsplit.zip.002
http://finding-n3ro.net/01efaa15a2b90d65fefa472cd00f6a4f/N3rosVMsplit.zip.003
http://finding-n3ro.net/01efaa15a2b90d65fefa472cd00f6a4f/N3rosVMsplit.zip.004

IMPORTANT: Make sure you preserve the full filenames (e.g.
N3rosVMsplit.zip.001)
Once downloaded to the same location you can use your favourite zip software
to combine and unzip N3ro's Virtual Machine (VM). Once created, the VM will
need to be unzipped once more.
All remaining challenges will relate to this VM. There is a README file in the
unzipped folder explaining how to progress with Part 2.
Around 7Gb of free disk space is required for the VM - this is a lot, but it's
7Gb of fun, and may lead to you winning an iPad!
Now come find me...
N3ro.

Files were downloaded and combined in to a single .zip file using the following DOS
command:
copy /b N3rosVMsplit.zip.00* VM.zip

The VM.zip file contained a 7GB VMware image and a text file, README-Finding-N3ro-Part2.txt. Both of these files were extracted and the following text shows the contents of the
README file:
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-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=All remaining Finding N3ro challenges relate to this Virtual Machine (VM).
You will need to run the VM on a host/environment which will provide it with a DHCP IP address.
Once the VM is booted up and has an IP address you can continue with Finding N3ro. For Part 2, you
will need to understand the following:

Portknock Portknock!

Who’s there?
TCP ports Finger,NTP,HTTPS,DNS,RDP,FTP,Oracle Listener,Kerberos,SSH,HTTP (and in that order too...)

What does that do?
It opens up port 80 of course - which you’ll need to access for Part 3.

Sounds cool! Booting the VM gives the following Ubuntu 11.10 system; the “usual”
passwords unfortunately didn’t work:
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Using nmap with the –sP flag obtained the IP address allocated to the VM:
Nmap scan report for ubuntu (172.16.0.7)
Host is up (0.00s latency).
MAC Address: 00:0C:29:79:86:CB (VMware)

A full scan of the system showed no ports open so it looked like port knocking was indeed the
way forward (more info here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Port_knocking)
The hint says “TCP ports Finger,NTP,HTTPS,DNS,RDP,FTP,Oracle
Listener,Kerberos,SSH,HTTP (and in that order too...)” so the first thing to do is to work out
the port numbers associated with these services.

Service

Port

Service

Port

Finger

79

FTP

21

NTP

123

Oracle Listener

1521

HTTPS

443

Kerberos

88

DNS

53

SSH

22

RDP

3389

HTTP

80

After trying a number of methods to get port 80 open using netcat, telnet etc. I decided to
check online for “proper” port knocking clients.
https://help.ubuntu.com/community/PortKnocking tells us that there are various flavours of the
“knock” client available including one for Win32 from http://www.zeroflux.org/projects/knock
It took a while to work out that ports usually associated with UDP such as NTP weren’t
required by the knock daemon to be sent as UDP – for some reason my brain missed the
whole “TCP ports” part of the hint!
Eventually the knock client was executed using the following command line
knock -v 172.16.0.7 79 123 443 53 3389 21 1521 88 22 80

Bingo! Port 80 is now open and we can get to the web site.
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Part 3 – The Web Site
The web site consisted of a single form with one field for “ID”. Entering classic SQL injection
strings resulted in a “Negatron. Go Back and try again.” error message.
By trying various combinations of usernames and other strings I eventually found that putting
“1” in the field gave the following:

OK, getting somewhere! We need to read /usr/share/mysql/n3ro.part4 somehow – there must
be an SQL injection vulnerability here somewhere, it was a case of finding it!
After trying a few more strings I decided that, being lazy/wanting to get this done against the
clock, I’d run Bernardo Damele’s genius “sqlmap” application against the page
(http://sqlmap.sourceforge.net/).
The following output was received:
sqlmap.py -u http://172.16.0.7/reshow.php?id=1
[19:51:56] [INFO] testing 'MySQL > 5.0.11 AND time-based blind'
[19:52:06] [INFO] GET parameter 'id' is 'MySQL > 5.0.11 AND time-based blind'
injectable
[19:52:06] [INFO] testing 'MySQL UNION query (NULL) - 1 to 10 columns'
[19:52:07] [INFO] target url appears to be UNION injectable with 3 columns
[19:52:07] [INFO] GET parameter 'id' is 'MySQL UNION query (NULL) - 1 to 10
columns' injectable

We’re in and all we need to do is to read the n3ro.part4 file – that’s easy due to sqlmap’s “-file-read” function.
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Reading the file using the following command results in a file being downloaded to
sqlmap\output\172.16.0.7\files:
sqlmap.py -u http://172.16.0.7/reshow.php?id=1 --fileread=/usr/share/mysql/n3ro.part4

Checking the downloaded file gives the following new information!
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Part 4 – Got Root?
Logging in to the VM and trying to sudo to a root shell revealed that our user is not in the
sudoers group.. they’re not going to make things that easy! The Android SDK on the desktop
looked interesting too..

Trying various exploits on the system such as mempodipper (http://blog.zx2c4.com/749)
didn’t give a root shell so again, being a lazy hacker, I decided to reboot the system into
“single user mode” which gave a root shell allowing access to read the file.
Following an email from N3ro after I submitted the answers saying “There is a way to escalate
privileges to root for part 4...” I went for a more “sophisticated” approach, SUID binaries! A file
with the SUID sticky bit set will run as the owner of the file, if there was a way of running a
command from that file it could result in gaining root privileges.
http://g0tmi1k.blogspot.co.uk/2011/08/basic-linux-privilege-escalation.html has a useful cheat
sheet for handy Linux commands to find configuration issues with systems.
Running the following command returns a list of files with the SUID bit set:
find / -perm -u=s -type f 2>/dev/null

A file stood out immediately as possibly being useful - /usr/bin/pkexec. The “man” listing for
pkexec states:
pkexec allows an authorized user to execute PROGRAM as another user. If
username is not specified, then the program will be executed as the
administrative super user, root.

Awesome!
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On executing the command you’re prompted for a password, doh! Going for broke and using
n3ro’s password resulted in this happening:
n3ro@ubuntu:~$ pkexec /bin/sh
# whoami
root
# cat /root/n3ro.part5
Well Done! Part 4 of Finding N3ro is complete.
For Part 5 - you need to do the following:
As user n3ro, run:
/home/n3ro/Desktop/android-sdk-linux/tools/android avd
Select Test and then click Start..
WARNING: Do NOT Click on "Wipe Userdata" (If you click on this you will need
to download/revert to a fresh copy of Neros VM
Click Launch
)
Your challenge is to successfuly log into the KPMG Stage 5 Finding N3ro
application.
Hint: You may find this tools useful:
ADB SHELL
/home/n3ro/Desktop/android-sdk-linux/platform-tools/adb

Cool! Looks like we’re moving on to breaking something Android related..
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Part 5 – Android Attack
From the previous message a line stood out “WARNING: Do NOT Click on "Wipe Userdata"
as being interesting. Why would wiping user data on the Android emulator be a bad thing?
Running “/home/n3ro/Desktop/android-sdk-linux/tools/android avd” loads the android
emulator. Clicking on the KPMG icon on the Android home screen loads the following app:

Another hint in the text was that adb (the Android Debug Bridge application) may be useful.
Apparently wiping user data means that you’d have to reload the VM from scratch pointing to
our next interesting target being something stored in the user data.
After connecting to the emulator instance using the command “adb shell” it is possible to
browse around the file system.
Android databases by default are stored on the file system under “/data/data/{appname}/databases” where {app-name} is the name of the package.
The /data/data/ directory contained a directory called com.bsides.hackme which was
accessed. Inside there was a “databases” directory which contained a file called
PasswordReaderdb.
This file was checked with the “cat” command and it seemed to contain the word n3ro and a
string which looked a lot like a password hash!
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Just to make sure I was on the right track I used the sqlite3 command on Android to check the
database a bit further as shown in the following section.
# sqlite3 PasswordReaderdb
SQLite version 3.6.22
Enter ".help" for instructions
Enter SQL statements terminated with a ";"
sqlite> .tables
android_metadata userCred

The “userCred” table seemed interesting and the table data was exported with the “.dump”
command:
sqlite> .dump userCred
PRAGMA foreign_keys=OFF;
BEGIN TRANSACTION;
CREATE TABLE userCred ( _id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, userid TEXT NOT
NULL, password TEXT NOT NULL );
INSERT INTO "userCred" VALUES(1,'n3ro','8ee736784ce419bd16554ed5677ff35b');
COMMIT;

This text definitely looks to be a username/hashed password combo! For speed, rather than
running the hash through John (http://www.openwall.com/john/), I checked to see if Google
had a similar hash cached somewhere.. it turns out it did!

Using n3ro as the username and password14 as the password on the application gives the
following:
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Part 6 – Windows Crashdump
The zip file 21332esw.zip was extracted using the password KPMG-Cyber-Security and
contained two files; N3RO-WINXPSP2-20120309-213949.raw and README-part6. The
readme says
“The large file you've just unzipped is a Windows XP machine memory dump. You
need to locate and extract n3ro's password hash from this memory dump. Once
you have the hash, decrypt it, and the password will open
/home/n3ro/43298hd23d.zip.”

As I was working on my Windows machine (as it was quicker than the VM) a standalone
version of Volatility was downloaded from https://www.volatilesystems.com/default/volatility.
Volatility is a toolset which allows “extraction of digital artifacts from volatile memory (RAM)
samples”.
The first thing to do is to work out which profile to use to read the system hives that we are
trying to get to:
N3ro>volatility.exe imageinfo -f N3RO-WINXPSP2-20120309-213949.raw
Volatile Systems Volatility Framework 2.0
Determining profile based on KDBG search...
Suggested Profile(s) : WinXPSP3x86, WinXPSP2x86 (Instantiated with WinXPSP2x86)
AS Layer1 : JKIA32PagedMemoryPae (Kernel AS)
AS Layer2 : FileAddressSpace (G:\Documents and
Settings\Fully\Desktop\N3ro\N3RO-WINXPSP2-20120309-2
13949.iso)
PAE type : PAE
DTB : 0x31a000
KDBG : 0x80544f60L
KPCR : 0xffdff000L
KUSER_SHARED_DATA : 0xffdf0000L
Image date and time : 2012-03-09 21:39:51
Image local date and time : 2012-03-09 21:39:51
Number of Processors : 1
Image Type : Service Pack 2

The dump seems to be from an XP system, the registry hive locations were then exported
using the suggested WinXPSP3x86 profile (trimmed for brevity):
N3ro>volatility.exe hivelist -f N3RO-WINXPSP2-20120309-213949.raw --profile WinX
PSP3x86
Volatile Systems Volatility Framework 2.0
Virtual
Physical
Name
0xe152a6b8 0x09bcd6b8 \Device\HarddiskVolume1\WINDOWS\system32\config\software
0xe14f4008 0x09b0a008 \Device\HarddiskVolume1\WINDOWS\system32\config\default
0xe14f8b60 0x09b0eb60 \Device\HarddiskVolume1\WINDOWS\system32\config\SAM
0xe152ab60 0x09bcdb60 \Device\HarddiskVolume1\WINDOWS\system32\config\SECURITY
0xe1035b60 0x02e9cb60 \Device\HarddiskVolume1\WINDOWS\system32\config\system

The virtual locations of the SAM and system files are what we need to grab the user
password hashes which we feed in to the following command:
N3ro>volatility.exe hashdump -f N3RO-WINXPSP2-20120309-213949.raw --profile WinX
PSP3x86 -y 0xe1035b60 -s 0xe14f8b60
Volatile Systems Volatility Framework 2.0
Administrator:500:aad3b435b51404eeaad3b435b51404ee:95eb3c8cf4a64f91b2817c6214ba4f8e:::
Guest:501:aad3b435b51404eeaad3b435b51404ee:31d6cfe0d16ae931b73c59d7e0c089c0:::
n3ro:1011:90e0328fd51e9347f68b27ea95cd8bb2:7fa21bbd95d9f220b3f651cf8405a91b:::
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Excellent! We’ve got N3ro’s password hash. This was then fed in to Ophcrack to be cracked
using freely available rainbow tables as shown below:

In less than a minute the password is cracked revealing “KPMGisH1r1ng” to be the password
for the next zip file (seeing a theme emerging with these passwords!).
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Part 7 – Packet Capture
The 43298hd23d.zip archive contained a single file called part7.pcap. Loading this in to
Wireshark shows the following:

Checking through the capture shows that 5 files have been downloaded from a server; p1, p2,
p3, p4 and part7.c
By following the TCP streams for these requests it is possible to export the first 4 files as
binary data by using “Raw” as the output option and selecting the response from the
dropdown:

Unfortunately the saved file contains server response headers such as “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”
which messes the binary data up. HTTP response headers are terminated with
[CR][LF][CR][LF] (hex 0D0A0D0A) and the body then follows.
Using a hex editor all data after 0D0A0D0A was trimmed out and saved as a new file; this
was repeated for all 4 binary files.
The part7.c file was just copied out in to a text editor and was edited to remove “.” characters
which appeared in random places and looked like an issue with decoding a TAB character
(ASCII 09).
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The C code was compiled and executed in the same directory as the four binary files
exported earlier and resulted in a file called “Part7-Solved.png” being created. Viewing that
file gave the password for the next round!
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Part 8 – Inspector Morse
The 3214edbsaa8.zip archive was extracted and contained three files; bonus-challenge.exe,
n3ro and unlock.mp3. The n3ro file was checked out and was found to be another zip file
(due to the PK header), this contained a file called n3ro.jpg and was password protected.
Playing the unlock.mp3 file resulted in what appeared to be Morse code coming out of the PC
speakers – tricky! Luckily I had a tame radio ham to hand (cheers M0EYT!) who converted
the random bleeps in to English for me on the fly.
For the sake of this walkthrough and as I’m not writing this in garbled shorthand to get the
contest answer in quickly, we’ll use a different approach which doesn’t require you to be an
expert in Morse.
There are a number of applications available which can decode Morse but the majority
require the sound to be played through the PC’s sound card. We could always hook two
machines up together but that’s painful.
CwGet, available from http://www.dxsoft.com/en/products/cwget, can decode from wav files
so the first thing to do is convert the MP3 file to a wav. This is easy to achieve using Audacity
- http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
Loading the wav file in to CwGet gives the following result:

Listening to the audio the first Morse letter that comes out is “dot” which translates to the letter
e where we’d expect an f – not sure if this is a problem with the playback/encoding or a
mistake by the team who created the challenge.
Once the decoding is complete we’re left with “einal password to unlock n3ro is
lknh8732dwq12ssw14ft” – we’ve done it!!
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Opening n3ro.zip file with the password lknh8732dwq12ssw14ft resulted in an “invalid
password” error and the dreams of owning an iPad started slipping away.
Luckily trying again with the password in upper case, LKNH8732DWQ12SSW14FT, gave the
result and a file called n3ro.jpg was extracted!

This was a really interesting challenge with a number of different skills being required as well
as a bit of thinking outside the box, thanks guys!
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